SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT –I
GRADE –4

REVISION WORK SHEET

BLOCK-1
KEYTERMS:
1. Chilly
2. Comfort
3. Creaking
4. Dismay
5. Folly
2. Summarise any 1 story from the given below:
1. The greedy fox 2. The Golden goose 3. The Torch
BLOCK-2
1. Add un or dis to the following words to make opposites.
a. Wrap x
b. like x
c. Happy x
d. Agree x
e. Appear x
f. lock x
g. tidy x
h. fit x
i fold x
j. obey x
2. Write the plural form of the following words:
a. Manb. Woman c. Child d. Leaf e. Mouse f. Wolf g. Deerh. Beaki. Goose j. Mountaink. Yearl. Festivalm. Foxn. Discoveryo. Hobbyp. Boxq. Festivalr. Brushs. Storyt. Match-

SUBJECT: ENGLISH

BLOCK-3
1. Keyterms
a. Invention
b. Orphanage
c. Sniffling
d. Theft
e. Sneaked
2.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Join the sentences using or, as, so, and or but.
I like singing. I do not like dancing.
I am a vegetarian. I do not eat eggs.
Priya slipped on the floor. The floor was wet.
Would you like to have tea? Would you like to have coffee?
BLOCK-4

1.
a.
b.
c.

Keyterms:
Research:
Code:
Electronic:

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Use Apostrophe (') wherever needed
The lions fur is yellow.
This is Mr. Murthys house.
The childrens toys are all over the floor.
That's Carlos car.
This is my friends pen.
Those are Chris books.

3. Add -y or -ly to the words. Make a sentence using each word.
1. Friend 2. Sand 3. Order 4. Coward5. Juice6. Salt7. Home8. Week9. Cost10. StickBLOCK-5
1. Keyterms
a. Bungalow
b. Leapfrog
c. Antics
d. Rhythm
e. Gorgeous

2. Write a Thank You letter to your friend Ananya. Tell her that you will not be able to join in
the celebration and why.
3.
a.
b.
c.

Identify noun or verb.
She had a worried look on her face.
Can you drive me to school today?
The drive to my aunt's house is very long.
BLOCK-6

1.
a.
b.
c.

Keyterms
Traditional
Legend
Signalling

2. Writing Instructions, write step wise how to make the following:
a. How to make maggi noodles.
b. How to make a mango milk shake.
BLOCK-7
Read the story and answer the questions.
Ready for the Race
Deva ate junk food all the time. Ananthi, his elder sister told him, "stop eating
so much. You will become round like a ball." But Deva did not listen. Soon
his clothes became tight. He couldn't run as fast and he started getting tired.
Deva's mother took him to the doctor. The doctor advised him to eat healthy
food. He made a food chart for him. "Exercise every day, Deva. You will soon
be fit again," he said. Deva did not believe the doctor, but he decided to try
hard.
That evening, Deva ate a fruit salad. He enjoyed it. Instead of sugary drinks,
he started drinking lemonade and milk. Deva exercised every day. He soon
became fit and was full of energy. Deva took part in a race on the Sports Day
at school. He ran really fast and did very well.
1. Write 4 key events from the story.
2. What is the main idea of the story?
3. Write 2 reasons why we should not eat junk food.

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT –I
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REVISION WORK SHEET

SUBJECT: MATH

BLOCK-1
1) Colour the shapes that have straight sides.

2) Write the sides, corners and diagonals of the following shapes.
A) Triangle

B) Pentagon

3) Draw the following 2-D shape using dot grid
A) Square

B) Rectangle C) Triangle

D) Pentagon
BLOCK-2

1) Draw the following shapes. Mark and label the face, edge and corner in each.
A) Cube

B) Cone

C) Cylinder

D) Sphere

E) Pyramid

2) Draw the front, side and top view of Cuboid.
BLOCK-3
1) Write the expanded form using all 3 methods.
A) 7,087
B) 8,160
C) 9,475
2) Write the numbers.
A) Seven hundred eighty-nine
B) Two thousand Two hundred thirteen
C) Eight thousand eighty
BLOCK-4
1) Draw an abacus in your notebooks and show the given numbers on them. Write the number
name and expanded form of the numbers.
A) 423

B) 3,708

C) 5,281

2) Write the standard form and number name.
A) 6, 00,000+20,000+9,000+60+4
B) 90,000+4,000+300
3) Compare the numbers.
A) 12,357 and 13,257

B) 1, 95,978 and 1, 90,976

4) Form the smallest number and the greatest number using the digits only once in a number.
A)7,9,1,0

B)6,3,2,5

C)7,2,1,4,6

D)5,9,0,3,8
BLOCK-5

1) Add the numbers using their expanded forms.
A) 4,843+3,298

B) 5,210+2,179

2) Add using the column method.
A) 8,354+1,471

B) 29,732+35,673

3) Rani has 720 beads. She bought 345 more beads. How many beads does she have in all?
BLOCK-6
1) Subtract the numbers using the column method.
A) 6,720-2,381

B) 77,649-35,621

2) Estimate the difference by rounding the numbers to the nearest thousand.
A) 4,105-2,876

B) 2,963-2,145

3) On Monday, 3,456 people visited a zoo. On Tuesday, 1,267 people visited the zoo. How
many less people visited the zoo on Tuesday?
BLOCK-7
1) Multiply using the box model
A) 73x39

B) 36x93

2) Find the product using both the box model method and column method.
A) 32x13

B) 45x19

3) A notebook has 22 pages. How many pages do 52 such notebooks will have?
BLOCK-8
1) Make a box model and multiply the given numbers.
A) 154x8

B) 182x3

C) 613x6

2) Multiply the numbers using column method.
A) 827x8

B) 719x30

C) 149x50

3) A factory makes 762 bulbs in a day. How many bulbs will it make in one week?
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SUBJECT: SCIENCE

BLOCK-1
1) Write different types of ears and skin animals have, and write its uses.
ANIMALS
Giraffe
Zebra
Snake
Bear
Lizard
Tortoise
Crocodile
Birds
Porcupine
Chameleon
Frog

EARS

SKIN

USES OF SKIN

BLOCK-2
1) What is an animal herd and a colony ? What is the difference between them.
2) What are solitary animals? Explain how zebra lives in a group.
3) What special behavior does animals like wolves, tigers, elephants, fishes, bees, and
kangaroos show?
BLOCK-3
1. State whether the given animals below are useful or harmful for us.
a. Cow
b. Honeybee
c. Snakes
d. Goats
e. Rats
f. Mosquito
g. Hen
h. Cockroaches
BLOCK- 4
1. What type of food do herbivores eat? What type of teeth do they have?
2. What type of food do carnivores eat? What type of teeth do they have?
3. What type of food do omnivores eat? What type of teeth do they have?
4. What is a food chain? Create 2 food chains consisting any 4 of the following animals.
Mouse, vulture, ladybird, snake, grass, tiger, grasshopper
BLOCK-5
1. Write different stages in life cycle of a butterfly and explain about each stage. Draw life cycle.
2. Draw life cycle of a frog and write about it's different stages in life cycle.

BLOCK-6
1. what are the different types of beaks and feet.
S.No Bird Name
Type of beak and it's UsesType of feet and it's Uses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eagle
Woodpecker
Hummingbird
Snipe
Sparrow

2. How do weaver bird and tailor bird use their beaks to make their nests?
BLOCK-7
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is biodiversity?
What are the benefits of biodiversity?
Name some endangered and extinct animals.
List few ways to protect biodiversity.

BLOCK-8
1. Draw a plant and label parts of a plant.
2. What are the different types of roots? Give 2 examples each.
3. What are the functions of stems and roots? Prove it by writing experiment carried out to show it's
functions.
4. Write some uses of stems and roots.
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SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE

1) List any 4 games that need many players and sports equipment.
2) What can happen if a game does not have any rules?
3) Why do you think it is important for women to do different jobs?
4) Write 1 similarity and 1 difference between the job of a doctor and a carpenter. Name 2 tools
used by each of them.
5) Should both men and women do all types of jobs? Give 1 reason.
6) Why do we use different colours on a map?
7) How do elements of map help us?
8) When was Telangana formed? What are the major cities in this state?
9) What is the relation between villages and mandals? What is the relation between districts
and mandals?
10) What are the main components of Telangana food?
11) Write 2 reasons why living in a slum is difficult.
12) Write any 3 reasons for homelessness.
13) Why are houses made of so many materials?
14) Draw a compass.
15) Fill in the table
1) 2 food items

1.

2) 2 types of clothes that men wear

2.

3) 2 types of clothes that women wear

3.

4) 2 festivals celebrated by people

4.
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